DEBATE SCHEDULE

An annual large-scale debate which will be held at 7:30 o'clock in Woolman Hall on Thursday, April 17, 1927, will be an opportunity for students of both Harvard and Princeton to come together and compete in a form of public speaking which is recognized as one of the most effective means of presenting a case and of formulating arguments. The debate will be held in connection with the annual meeting of the Pennsylvania State Honorary Fraternity of Phi Sigma, a national debating society, which will be held at the University of Pennsylvania on April 17-18.

Academic departments and societies are invited to submit teams of four members each for the debate. The debate will be conducted on the following topics:

1. The automobile is a bad influence on young people.
2. The University of Pennsylvania is superior to Harvard University.
3. The national government should control the production and distribution of essential commodities.
4. The United States should enter the League of Nations.
5. The United States should maintain an active role in international affairs.

The debate will be conducted by an impartial panel of judges, including distinguished members of the University community. The debate will be open to the public, and admission will be free. The debate will conclude with the presentation of awards for the best debaters and the best team at 10:00 o'clock.

THIRTY-THREE ENROL FOR GREEN LANE CONFERENCE

Pennsylvania State University has announced that thirty-three students from the University have enrolled for participation in the Green Lane Conference, an annual conference of students from Pennsylvania colleges and universities.

The conference is held to promote cooperation among students from Pennsylvania institutions and to provide a platform for the exchange of ideas and experiences. The conference will be held at Green Lane, a natural park located near State College, Pennsylvania. The conference will include workshops, panel discussions, and committee meetings, with the aim of fostering a sense of community and collaboration among students from Pennsylvania institutions.

UNIVERSITY RED CROSS DRIVE STARTS MONDAY

The University Red Cross chapter has announced the start of a drive to encourage students to contribute to the Red Cross cause. The drive will run from Monday, April 17, to Friday, April 21, and will be coordinated with the annual Red Cross blood drive.

The Red Cross is an international organization that provides humanitarian aid and relief to those affected by disasters, war, and other crises. The Red Cross depends on voluntary contributions to fund its operations and to support its programs.

DIAMONDSTORM ENTRAIN FOR TWO CANOE INVASION

The Diamondstorm, a student canoe team from the University of Pennsylvania, will be entering in two canoe races at the annual canoe festival. The festival will be held at the University of Pennsylvania's Schuylkill River Basin on Saturday, April 18.

The Diamondstorm is a student organization that promotes canoeing as a sport and as a means of recreation. The team consists of students from the University of Pennsylvania and has won several canoe races in previous years.

FRATERNITY TENNIS RESUMED TODAY

The University tennis club has resumed its weekly practice sessions. The team will practice on the University tennis courts every Tuesday at 4:00 o'clock. The practice sessions are open to all members of the University community.

The University tennis club is a competitive team that participates in intercollegiate tennis matches. The team is composed of students from the University of Pennsylvania and has won several tennis matches in previous years.

ENDS WEARING OF REGULATIONS

As the final step in the plan for the University of Pennsylvania's spring term, all students are required to stop wearing regulations immediately. Students will be permitted to wear casual attire, including t-shirts, shorts, and sneakers, as a way to promote a more relaxed and informal atmosphere on campus.

The University has implemented the policy to encourage students to appreciate their freedom and to promote a more relaxed and enjoyable atmosphere on campus.
UNIVERSITY DELEGATES TO ATTEND LAW MEETING

American Law Institute Meets This Week
To Discuss Various Legal Problems of the Country

DR. HOLDSWORTH TO SPEAK

Representatives from the Law School of the University will attend the Fifth Annual Meeting of the American Law Institute which will be held in Washington D.C., on Friday, May 13 and 14. Dean William E. McNeil, Professors Edwin H. Hoadley, William L. Lloyd, William B. Smolen and Warren A. Munsey of the Law School of the University will be presented at this important group of meet-

ings.

The American Law Institute has been organized for the discussion and correction of legal difficulties and has invested large funds in this work. In this session they will continue their consideration of drafts of restatement of the Law of Agency, Conflict of Laws, Contracts and Torts. Prof. Hoadley will be on duty in the field of Laws, Professors Edwin H. Kiley, ad-
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“SO LONG, Dad!”

When you hang up the telephone receiver, after talking with Mother and Dad, the hard-
est quiz will seem simple as A B C. to you!

Try it before the next exam and note its pleasing effect on your “interior” complex.

Number . . . please!
A man's thought and the feeling of his political part is almost cleared away, and the hour for new year's policy's clear vision comes, the campaign. will arise with new hope into the world and powerful period of education. The personal power of political activity is over. The man who has been chosen to fill the positions of honor and responsibility have been selected and from now on the state, which will soon ascend to somnolent, may forget its petty prejudices and ideas and outside in a poll that is now for the future. There are lines in the excitement of competition and any competition that another individual as group from the proper prospective of life and all this it includes. The little things which in a normal time would be considered in the right right on great proportions and seem to grow in gigantic size, in personal language, materially become mountainous. In the application for puissance of leadership and in the excitement of pushing a close friend into such a position, a distorted notion of party and ideas in quite liable to occur. The goal of the moment hangs up as great and no touch in be to be noticed that the things in back of the head the idea that it really stands for all forgotten.

Just as time is in the great heat of part and current, so is it in the presence of these different ideas and failing which creep into our consciousness from time to time. The human war possibility of the men, the Capitale thoughts and actions which arise from them, are soon forgotten in the back of the brain, and it then becomes back and then man who before we can be perceived with clear means and so properly the great and current.

The election of men for the leadership of the University has been done in just this way. The best men at the band is exactly what everyone desires. Yet because of the presence of this opinion which exceedingly decreases the election sometimes depends into a regular political task. All the hopes of all the activity is overwhelmed in the main scramble.

But that everything is over we see our new structure and guide the University through another prosperous and successful year. The goal of the University should be to drive all undergraduate activity. May this idea be soon brought to the front.

The FRESHMAN BANQUET

When the members of the Class of 1890 gather tonight at a banquet in the Club, Normandie, they will be meeting for the first time as Freshman. But more significant than the photo suit itself is the fact that the class will take another step in its permanent consolidation.

For many years, the Freshman Club has undergone a sudden change right after (touring) season was over. Then, what had been one great whole was broken up into men decisions—fraternity men and non-fraternity men. The coal group was again united into two smaller units, the first band by the use of fraternity with its many usages. Thus, on our grade, a great factor in title of the Casino and at the same time, the storm broke out, the storm that was destined to bring it together into a knot again that could not be broken.

Throughout the Sophiean and social parts, petty prejudices spring up and then are not allowed. This is the best sort of part. Not until the men have been through these mixed up, will be broken, for the Sophomore, that they realize that the University was for more consolidation. A man should be in the Academy and the work, and not a knot or a group that he is not a knot.

The method of the effort was wasted—the great machine that is the understood work, and the machinery that is the fought over

The gathering this evening should prove to the key of the battle. It will be the serious and solemn occasion that the life of the class. Tonight many Freshman that have never seen for two months can be men for the former; group and individual interests can be submerged and a look on the road to tomorrow.

The red success of the affair this evening rests in the hands of each individual Freshman. A large and enthusiastic attendance is the first and primary requisite. The support of every Freshman is need. It is hoped that the best that will be filled to overflowing tonight.
PIE FRENCH CHICHE TO HEAD
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The speakers included: "Pepsi Cola" and "Pepsi Cola" in a two-concert program on the president, a southern voice of Spain. During the performance, Spanish music will be played and there will be a rendition of Spanish songs by the choir. Tickets for the affair may be obtained for one dollar at the office of the Department of Spanish languages, 30 College Hall, or they may be purchased at the door of the Philadelphia Club before the play.

TRACK ENGAGEMENTS
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shape of the Interfraternity on May 7 and 8.

The Freshman track team will leave Friday night at 6 for Elizabethtown College. The team will have four events: the javelin, the 440 yards, the cross country race, and the hurdles. This will be the first meet of the season for the Fraternity.

LARGE AUDIENCE

HEARs GRANVILLE
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the first meeting before the public eye. Each of the presentations formed a complete picture of the student's own expression of prejudice. George E. Nis-}
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"... LA 'ERSEKINE SIX'—SON ÉLÉGANCE EST SANS RÉPROCHE"—L'AUTO, PARIS

JUNE DAYS... Youth steps on the gas. A round of golf... sailing, with rails awash... tennis... a dip in the surf... a spin down the road at twilight...

June nights... white flannels... a dance at the country club. A riot of music... white hot. The girl with the asbestos slippers... on with the dance. Then some—the way silvered with June moonlight—in your Erskine Sport Coupe.

Dietrich, America's peerless custom designer, has styled it with the sophisticated Parisian manner for America's youth. Trim as a silk glove, yet at no sacrifice of roominess... two in the commodious lounge seat and two more in the rumble seat—just a foursome.

Youthful in its eager performance too. Rides any road at sixty—smoothly as a drifting canoe. Goes forty road at eighty. Thirty—with complete ease.
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